In this paper we define simulations up-to a preorder and show how we can use them to provide a coinductive, simulation-like, characterization of semantic preorders for processes. The result applies to a wide class of preorders, in particular to all semantic preorders coarser than the ready simulation preorder in the linear time-branching time spectrum. An interesting but unexpected result is that, when built from an equivalence relation, the simulation up-to is a canonical preorder whose kernel is the given equivalence relation. These canonical preorders have several nice properties, the main being that since all of them are defined in a homogeneous way, their properties can be proved in a generic way. In particular, we present an axiomatic characterization of each of these canonical preorders, that is obtained just by adding a single axiom to the axiomatization of the original equivalence relation. This gives us an alternative axiomatization for every axiomatizable preorder in the linear time-branching time spectrum, whose correctness and completeness can be proved once and for all.
Introduction and Related Work
Whenever a semantic framework is introduced to define the meaning of some kind of formal language, an equivalence relation is also introduced that equates two terms if they have the same semantics. Reciprocally, an equivalence relation provides a way to define an abstract semantics by associating to each term the equivalence class to which it belongs.
cesses p and q, we have that p is better than q whenever p passes as many tests as q does", following the ideas in [20, 11] .
In this paper we focus on the study of semantic preorders for processes and their coalgebraic characterization. We can find in [19, 4] recursive definitions of testing semantics which can be considered a first step in the desired direction, but in both cases the authors used the after construction in their characterizations, which means a too global approach. Instead, we want a more local characterization where bisimulation steps solve the choices in the compared processes. One may think that this is not a difficult task given the results in [6] for process equivalences, but this is not the case: bisimulation is the strongest of the semantic equivalences and thus the idea of relaxing the bisimulation requirements allows, in principle, to get weaker equivalences. However, there exists no proper preorder whose kernel is the bisimulation equivalence; in fact, the simulation preorder (the most natural coinductively defined preorder) is not stronger than many of the semantic preorders in the ltbt spectrum and the equivalence relation it induces is much weaker than the bisimulation equivalence.
Fortunately, we can overcome this handicap by reinforcing simulations, that is, by imposing some additional condition to be satisfied by the pairs of processes being related. In particular ready simulations [15, 2] are simulations constrained by the condition that the set of initial actions of the processes should be the same; the ready simulation preorder is finer than any other finitely axiomatizable preorder in the ltbt spectrum.
As we will see in the rest of the paper, we have indeed obtained coalgebraic characterizations of the preorders, together with interesting results relating equivalences and preorders, and therefore, bisimulations up-to with simulations up-to. One of these results was quite unexpected, but also extremely nice: for any equivalence relation (under sensible assumptions) there exists a canonical preorder (non-trivial, that is, different from the equivalence itself) whose kernel is the original equivalence relation. This is the cause behind many pleasant properties, in particular, we can obtain a complete axiomatization for finite processes for any of these canonical preorders from the axiomatization for the corresponding equivalences in a systematic way, so that completeness and correctness of these axiomatizations can be proved once and for all. Besides, for all of the equivalences coarser than the ready simulation in Van Glabbeek's spectrum, our canonical preorders define the same order relations as the ones in the literature for those semantics.
It has been a nice surprise to know that in [1] the authors 5 have found the way to establish the opposite relation between the axiomatizations of the preorders that are weaker than the ready simulation and those of the corresponding equivalences, for the semantics in the Van Glabbeek's spectrum. We agree with them on the fact that is more natural to look for the axiomatization of the induced equivalence starting from that of a preorder, than the other way around. Nevertheless, it is also nice to have a canonical way to obtain a non-trivial preorder whose kernel is a given equivalence relation, as we have done.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic definitions and notations on processes and preorders and we recall some results from [6] . In Section 3, we define simulations up-to and prove some results that characterize behaviour preorders with simulations up-to a preorder and simulations up-to an equivalence. These results are presented in two steps, first for preorders coarser than the simulation preorder and then for preorders coarser than the ready simulation, that require more elaborated proofs (although nice auxiliary results emerge). In Section 4 we shift the focus from preorders to equivalences and show some results that allow us to characterize equivalences as kernels of simulations up-to. Building on this, we characterize a canonical coinductive preorder whose kernel is a given equivalence relation. In Section 5, as an example of application of the theory developed in the paper, we provide alternative axiomatic definitions of the preorders in the linear time-branching time spectrum. The proof of their completeness is easy and simple, using the ideas of simulation up-to developed in the paper. Finally, in Section 6 we present some conclusions and lines for future work.
Preliminaries
The usual way to describe the behaviour of processes is by means of an operational description. As usual, we provide it by using the well-established formalism of labelled transition systems, or LTS for short, introduced by Plotkin (reprinted in [22] ). Definition 2.1 A labelled transition system is a structure T = (P, Act, →) where P is a set of processes, agents or states; Act is a set of actions; and →⊆ P ×Act×P is a transition relation. A rooted LTS is a pair (T , p 0 ) with p 0 ∈ P.
The set Act denotes the alphabet of actions that processes can perform and the relation → describes the process transitions after the execution of actions. Any triple p, a, q in the transition relation → is represented by p a −→ q, indicating that process p performs action a and evolves into process q. A rooted LTS describes the semantics of a concrete process: that corresponding to its initial state p 0 .
Some usual notations on LTSs are used along the paper. We write p a −→ if there exists a process q such that p a −→ q. The function I calculates the set of initial actions of a process, I (p) = {a | a ∈ Act and p a −→}. LTS's for finite processes are just directed graphs which become finite trees 6 if expanded. These finite trees can be syntactically described by the basic process algebra BCCSP, which was also used, for instance, in [9, 6] . Definition 2.2 Given a set of actions Act, the set of BCCSP processes is defined by the following BNF-grammar:
where a ∈ Act. 0 represents the process that performs no action; for every action in Act, there is a prefix operator; and + is a choice operator.
All the definitions we present in the paper are valid for arbitrary processes, that is, for arbitrary rooted LTSs, either finite or infinite. The proofs that we provide in Sections 3 and 4 make extensive use of inductive reasoning and therefore they are only valid for BCCSP processes, that is, for finite processes. However, as we did in [6] , by using the standard Approximation Induction Principle [8] , we can extend all our results first to infinite depth finitary branching tree processes, and then to arbitrary finitely branching transition systems, since by unfolding any of them we can get an equivalent finitary tree process.
The operational semantics for the BCCSP terms is defined in Figure 1 . The depth of a BCCSP process is the depth of the tree it denotes. Trailing occurrences of the constant 0 are omitted: we write a instead of a0. As usual (see for instance [9] ), since the operational semantics of choice defines it as a commutative and associative operator, and any other semantics in which we are interested is based on that, we can use the n-ary choice operator to write any process as a i ap i a . This corresponds to the transition tree of each process, and the fact that we use sets as indexes makes that operator commutative and associative by definition.
A process aq ′ is an a-summand of the process q if and only if q a −→ q ′ . We define p| a as the (sub)process we get by adding all the a-summands of p. That is, if p = a i ap i a , then p| a = i ap i a . Preorders are reflexive and transitive relations that we represent by ⊑. For the sake of simplicity, we use the symbol ⊒ to represent the preorder relation ⊑ −1 . Every preorder induces an equivalence relation that we denote by ≡, that is p ≡ q if and only if p ⊑ q and q ⊑ p. Definition 2.3 A preorder relation ⊑ over processes is a behaviour preorder if
• it is weaker than the bisimulation equivalence, i.e. p = B q ⇒ p ⊑ q,
• and it is a precongruence with respect to the prefix and choice operators, i.e. if p ⊑ q then ap ⊑ aq and p + r ⊑ q + r. Table 1 , borrowed from [9] , shows a complete axiomatization for some of the semantics in the ltbt spectrum, with the corresponding axioms for each preorder (column) marked with "+". Axioms marked with "v" are satisfied but not required. The shorthands on top of the columns refer to the different semantics, B stands for bisimulation equivalence, and similarly for the rest of the preorders that appear on the linear time-branching time spectrum.
The first four axioms on top left of Table 1 characterize bisimulation equivalence. They also belong to any other axiomatic characterization and therefore are assumed and usually omitted when talking about other semantics with less discriminatory Table 1 Axiomatization for the Preorders in the Linear Time-Branching Time Spectrum I [9] power. We can see, for instance, that the ready simulation preorder is characterized by the four axioms of the bisimulation equivalence plus the axiom (RS) ax ⊑ ax+ay. Analogously, axioms for bisimulation together with axiom (S) x ⊑ x+y, characterize the simulation preorder.
Let us conclude this preliminary section with some results about semantic equivalences. In [6] we introduced bisimulations up-to a preorder in order to weaken the definition of bisimulations in such a way that weaker equivalences could be captured by a coinductive definition. Definition 2.4 Let ⊑ be a behaviour preorder. Then a binary relation S over processes is a bisimulation up-to ⊑ if pSq implies that:
Two processes are bisimilar up-to ⊑, written p ⊑ q, if there exists a bisimulation up-to ⊑, S, such that pSq.
The added capability introduced by the ⊑-reduction generalizes the original definition of bisimulation, so that we have now more chances of proving equivalence between processes.
To understand the conditions in Theorem 2.6 below we need the following definitions.
Definition 2.5 A behaviour preorder ⊑ is initials preserving when p ⊑ q implies I(p) ⊆ I(q). It is action factorised (or just factorised) when p ⊑ q implies p| a ⊑ q| a , for all a ∈ I(p).
Initials preservation and factorisation are properties that are satisfied by any "natural" process semantics, in particular by any of the behaviour preorders in the ltbt spectrum, from trace preorder to ready simulation preorder.
Theorem 2.6 ([6])
Let ⊑ a behaviour preorder that is initials preserving, action factorised and satisfies the axiom (RS), and ≡ the induced equivalence, we have that ⊑ and ≡ are the same relation.
This result is rather general and applies to a wide class of process semantics. In particular, any of the preorders in Table 1 satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Therefore, for any of these semantic preorders the corresponding bisimulation up-to characterizes the induced equivalence.
Corollary 2.7 ([6]) For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that is initials preserving, action factorised and satisfies the axiom (RS), we have ≡ = ⊑ = ≡ .
Although our results in [6] are quite promising, they do not provide a complete answer to the problem of finding coinductive characterizations of semantics for processes. Why? As we mentioned above, preorders are even more important than equivalences for defining semantics of process algebras, and therefore it is also interesting to get coinductive characterizations for them.
Simulations Up-to a Preorder
When we first addressed the problem of finding coinductive characterizations for process equivalences we had a clear starting point: bisimulation equivalence. Bisimulation is the strongest equivalence and therefore by weakening its definition (Definition 2.4) we could obtain weaker semantics (Theorem 2.6). Finding out how to define coinductive characterizations for the semantic preorders is not such an easy task. We start by modifying the classical definition of simulation to get the following definition of simulations up-to a preorder. Definition 3.1 For ⊑ a behaviour preorder, we say that a binary relation S over processes is a simulation up-to ⊑, if pSq implies that:
We say that process p is simulated up-to ⊑ by process q, or that q simulates p up-to ⊑, written p ⊏ ∼⊑ q, if there exists a simulation up-to ⊑, S, such that pSq.
For the sake of simplicity, we often just write ⊏ ∼ instead of ⊏ ∼⊑ when the behaviour preorder is clear from the context. Example 3.2 Let us consider the processes s = a(b(d + e) + cd) and t = abf + a(be + bd + cd). It is clear that for the simulation preorder we have s ⊑ S t because after executing ab in s we arrive to a state in which the choice d + e is possible, but after executing ab in t it is not.
By contrast, for the trace preorder we clearly have s ⊑ T t, since the set of traces of s, {abd, abe, acd}, is included in the set of traces of t,{abf, abe, abd, acd}). Let us see how we could check that s ⊏ ∼⊑ T t, by constructing the corresponding simulation up-to ⊑ T .
If process s performs action a and arrives to s ′ = b(d+e)+cd, then process t does not need to apply any preorder reduction, it just simulates the move by performing action a and evolving into t ′ = be + bd + cd. Now we have to check that s ′ ⊏ ∼⊑ T t ′ : if s ′ performs action c then t ′ can trivially emulate that move arriving to the same state. The only non trivial case to check happens when s ′ performs action b and evolves into d + e. In that case, t ′ should take advantage of the possibility of trace reduction, t ′ ⊒ T b(e + d) + cd, and then action b is executed to arrive to d + e as well, thus completing the verification of the simulation up-to obligations.
Certainly, if we know in advance that s ⊑ T t, we could directly reduce t into s when checking s ⊏ ∼⊑ T t, but what we want to illustrate here is how we would use in practice our coalgebraic characterization: we do not want to use any complicate information about the corresponding order, ⊑ T in this case, but only some easier to obtain pairs of the relation, as we have done when reducing t ′ above.
The next result shows that simulations up-to are correct with respect to the corresponding base preorder.
Note that the given preorder must satisfy the axiom (S), since we have ⊑ S = ⊏ ∼∅ ⇒ ⊏ ∼⊑ . Theorem 3.4 characterizes semantic preorders in the same way that semantic equivalences were characterized in Theorem 2.6, though in both cases we use preorders for the up-to relation. It would be nice to have a dual characterization where the equivalences were used to characterize the semantic preorder. That is indeed possible, as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5 For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (S), we have that p ⊑ q ⇒ p ⊏ ∼≡ q. Corollary 3.6 For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (S), we have that the relations ⊑, ⊏ ∼⊑ and ⊏ ∼≡ are the same. Considering both bisimulations and simulations up-to we can draw the diagram of equivalences in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7 For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (S) the following equivalences hold:
Considering the semantics in the ltbt spectrum, (only) trace and simulation preorders (see Table 1 ) satisfy the axiom (S) and thus fulfil the hypothesis of Corollary 3.7. Therefore, in both cases mutual simulation up-to and bisimulation up-to define the same equivalence relation as the kernel of the preorder. Thus we provide two alternative characterizations of each of these preorders and four alternative characterizations of the induced equivalences.
These results, although interesting, fall short of the generality that we achieved in [6] . This limitation comes from the fact that the definition of ⊏ ∼ is based on the simulation semantics, that has a rather weak discriminatory power. In order to get more general results, similar to those in Theorem 3.4, for other stronger semantics such as failures or readiness, we need to add more discriminating power to the simulations we start from. The ready simulation semantics is stronger than any other of the axiomatized semantics in [9] . It will serve as the basis to define an stronger notion of simulation up-to. From now on, we will consider the binary relation I defined over pairs of processes by pIq ⇔ I (p) = I (q).
Definition 3.8 For ⊑ a behaviour preorder, we say that a binary relation S over processes is an I -simulation up-to ⊑, if S ⊆ I (that is, pSq ⇒ pIq), and S is a simulation up-to ⊑. Or, equivalently, in a coinductive way, whenever we have pSq, we also have:
We say that process p is I-simulated up-to ⊑ by process q, or that process q I-simulates process p up-to ⊑, written p ⊏ ∼ I ⊑ q, if there exists an I-simulation up-to ⊑, S, such that pSq.
For the sake of simplicity, we sometimes just write ⊏ ∼ I instead of ⊏ ∼ I ⊑ when the behaviour preorder is clear from the context.
The following proposition relates a behaviour preorder with the corresponding I-simulation up-to.
Proposition 3.9 For every preorder
Now we can use I-simulations up-to to prove a similar result to that in Theorem 3.4 for semantic preorders with more discriminating power. Note that a pair of processes related by any preorder relation ranging from failure preorder to ready simulation preorder (see Table 1 ) in the ltbt spectrum satisfies the I condition. Note that the given preorder must satisfy the axiom (RS), since
, where ⊑ RS is the ready simulation preorder. We also need the second proviso ⊑⊆ I, because we always have ⊏ ∼ I ⊑ ⊆ I. The original technique of bisimulation up-to in the works by Milner and Sangiorgi [18, 23] aims to decrease the size of the relations that prove that two processes are bisimilar. Without going into detail, it is possible to use a small (known) part of the bisimilarity relation to generate other less obvious bisimilar pairs. Our (bi)simulations up-to can be used exactly in the same way: by using a part of the relation ⊑ we can generate, via ⊏ ∼ I ⊑ , other pairs in the relation. Next we will see that we can also characterize a preorder in terms of simulation up-to its kernel equivalence, so that the characterized preorder disappears from the definition of the characterizing one. We first present an auxiliary result relating a preorder with the induced equivalence relation. In our opinion this result, even if rather simple, is quite interesting by itself.
Lemma 3.11
For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (RS) and that is either initials preserving or weaker than I, we have that p ⊑ q ⇒ q ≡ q + p.
All the preorders defining the semantics in the ltbt spectrum that are coarser than the ready simulation satisfy the hypothesis of this lemma, since all of them are action factorised. We have also considered the other alternative proviso in order to get a more general result. Besides, it is interesting to note that the converse of the previous result is not true in general. In order to have it we need to impose an additional condition.
Proposition 3.12 For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (RS) and ⊑ ⊆ I, we have that p ⊑ q ⇔ q ≡ q + p ∧ pIq.
Although we will not use the previous result in this section, it is a clear inspiration for one of the main results in Section 4, namely Corollary 4.7.
By using Lemma 3.11 we can now easily prove the following result.
Proposition 3.13 For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (RS) and
The following corollaries summarize the previous results. 
Corollary 3.15
For every behaviour preorder ⊑ that satisfies the axiom (RS) and ⊑ ⊆ I, the following equivalences hold:
Corollaries 3.14 and 3.15 apply to a wide class of process preorders. Considering the ltbt spectrum, any behaviour preorder between failure and ready simulation satisfies the conditions and therefore we can apply these results to them. Therefore, Corollary 3.15 provides for any of the preorders between failure and ready simulation, and the corresponding equivalences, a characterization both in terms of bisimulation-like relations and in terms of mutual simulation-like relations. In fact, from our results about simulations up-to we can now prove in an indirect way Theorem 2.6, that was our main result in [6] .
• Corollary 3.7 is true for any preorder satisfying axiom (S), in particular, for trace and simulation preorders in the ltbt spectrum.
• Corollary 3.15 can be applied to any behaviour preorder satisfying (RS) and such that p ⊑ q ⇒ I(p) = I(q), in particular, this is the case for the preorders in the ltbt spectrum between failure preorder and ready simulation preorder, as one can immediately conclude looking at the defining axioms in Table 1 .
• There are only two other semantics in the linear time-branching time spectrum, completed trace and completed simulation, whose preorders satisfy neither the conditions of Corollary 3.7 nor those of Corollary 3.15. However, for these preorders the corresponding results can be easily proved by restricting the simulation by means of the relation CI given by I (p) = ∅ ⇔ I (q) = ∅, and defining CIsimulations up-to ⊑, that induce the order relation ⊏ ∼ CI ⊑
. As a matter of fact, in this case the results would be true for any behaviour preorder satisfying the (CS) axiom, ap ⊑ ap + q. Theorem 2.6 imposes to the preorders the condition of being initials preserving and action factorised and the result is valid for any behaviour preorder satisfying the axiom (RS). By contrast, when using simulations up-to we do not need to ask for action factorisation, while initials preservation was only assumed when we imposed ⊑ ⊆ I, in Corollary 3.15.
Therefore to obtain our results we have classified the semantic preorders in the ltbt spectrum in three different slices. These slices are separated in Table 1 by dotted lines. Each slice corresponds, respectively, to any of the axioms (S), (CS) and (RS).
Simulations Up-to an Equivalence
All the results we have presented in the previous sections are based on the existence of a semantic preorder which satisfies certain properties. In many cases, these results relate a given preorder and its induced equivalence. However, as we will show in this section, the technique of simulations up-to produces some interesting results even if we do not have such a preorder to start with.
As we have discussed at the end of Section 3 the results for simulations up-to come in slices determined by the basic class of simulations we consider in each case. In this section we just state and prove the most difficult case, that corresponding to the slice determined by the ready simulation semantics.
To start with, we extend the definition of behaviour preorder to equivalence relations in a natural way. Definition 4.1 An equivalence relation ≡ over processes is a behaviour equivalence when it is weaker than bisimulation equivalence, i.e. p = B q ⇒ p ≡ q, and it is a congruence with respect to the prefix and choice operators, i.e. if p ≡ q then ap ≡ aq and p + r ≡ q + r.
We will be specially interested in all the behaviour equivalences coarser than the ready simulation equivalence. They are those that satisfy the following axiom:
In Table 2 a complete axiomatization for the semantic equivalences in the ltbt spectrum can be found.
The first result that we present relates I-simulations up-to and equivalences, and the application of choice to the processes related by it. 
As a consequence, we also get a characterization of the equivalences in terms of bisimulations up-to.
Corollary 4.4 For every behaviour equivalence ≡ satisfying (RS ≡ ) and ≡ ⊆ I, we
The characterization in Theorem 4.3 tells us that any behavior equivalence can be defined by means of simulations up-to. Besides, and this is even more important, in this way a preorder is defined whose kernel is the original equivalence. Moreover, this preorder satisfies some interesting properties. ⊆ I, and whose kernel is ≡.
As a consequence, given an equivalence, we have a way to characterize a particular preorder whose kernel is that equivalence. is the only behaviour preorder that satisfies (RS) and is contained in I, whose kernel is ≡.
This means that ⊏ ∼
I ≡ is the canonical preorder generated by ≡ fulfilling all the conditions above. This canonical preorder can be characterized in a simple way in terms of the corresponding equivalence and the condition I that all of them satisfy.
Corollary 4.7 For every behaviour equivalence ≡ satisfying (RS ≡ ) and ≡ ⊆ I, the preorder defined as p ⊑ q ⇔ q ≡ q + p ∧ I(p) = I(q) is another characterization of the canonical preorder generated by ≡.
It is nice to find out that the "classical" preorders that appear in the literature for the different semantics in the linear time-branching time spectrum coincide with our canonical preorders.
Corollary 4.8 For every semantic equivalence ≡ in the ltbt spectrum between failure equivalence and the ready simulation equivalence, the corresponding preorder ⊑ is the canonical preorder generated by the given equivalence ≡.
Quite a number of results follow from the previous propositions and announce a rich underlying algebraic theory. We would like to point out the following ones: To conclude this section we would like to comment on the results in our Corollaries 4.7 and 4.8. There are several preorders whose kernels are a given behaviour equivalence. Amongst them we have the canonical preorder, as defined above, the equivalence itself, or the so called canonical preorder in terms of lattice theory, that is defined as p ⊑ ′ q ⇔ q ≡ q + p. It can be seen that ⊑ ′ is not the same as our canonical preorder, which here we will just denote by ⊑, for all the behaviour equivalences satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6.
For instance, for the preorders induced by the ready simulation equivalence we have 0 ⊑ ′ p for any process p, but if p = 0 then 0 ⊑ p. Applying Corollary 4.7 we have that p ⊑ q ⇔ p ⊑ ′ q ∧ I(p) = I(q), therefore the only difference between ⊑ and ⊑ ′ is in the set of initial actions of the processes, but this is crucial to get the characterization of the corresponding preorders in Corollary 4.8.
A Few Results on Axiomatic Characterizations
As an example of the possibilities that the up-to technique offers, in this section we prove some results on the axiomatic characterization of behaviour preorders.
Corollary 3.14 states that a behaviour preorder (under some conditions) can be characterized by the I-simulation up-to the kernel of that preorder, ⊑ = ⊏ ∼ I ≡ . This result suggested to us the possibility of finding an axiomatization for the preorder from that of the equivalence. More concretely, if A E is a set of axioms that characterizes a given equivalence ≡, we can easily define an axiomatization for the canonical preorder ⊏ ∼ I ≡
. The new set of axioms can be obtained by just adding the (RS) axiom to the axioms for the equivalence: A P = A E ∪ {ax ⊑ ax + ay}. We formalise this in the following theorem. Table 2 Axiomatization for the Equivalences in the Linear Time-Branching Time Spectrum I [9] We can directly apply Theorem 5.1 to those equivalences in the ltbt spectrum that satisfy the right conditions. In Table 2 appears an axiomatization for the equivalences of the ltbt spectrum. From these axioms we can define an alternative axiomatization of the preorders in Table 1 . It is interesting to note that in [9] , to prove the completeness of the axiomatizations in Table 1 elaborated proofs were needed, whereas here we get all these completeness results, once for all, based on the completeness of the axiomatization of the corresponding equivalence.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have introduced the notion of simulation up-to by means of which we have got coalgebraic characterizations of semantic preorders. In particular we have characterized all the preorders associated to the semantics in the linear timebranching time spectrum, in a similar way to the corresponding characterizations of the semantic equivalences using bisimulations up-to [6] .
Besides, we have obtained several new results connecting semantic preorders with the corresponding equivalences, and also some others relating bisimulations up-to with mutual simulations up-to. In fact, for large families of semantics, including those in the ltbt spectrum coarser than ready simulation, the results for bisimulations up-to arose as a corollary for the corresponding ones for simulations up-to (see Corollaries 3.7 and 3.15).
A rather unexpected result was that given an equivalence relation we can obtain a canonical preorder whose kernel is precisely the equivalence relation, by means of the simulation up-to it. It is clear that we can obtain the same equivalence as the kernel of many different preorders, but now we can distinguish among them a canonical preorder which can be defined in a systematic way and has some interesting properties that come from the homogeneous way in which it was defined. It is nice to find that for all the semantics in the ltbt spectrum the so obtained canonical preorders are the same as the ones we already knew from the literature.
As a consequence of our characterization we have discovered new properties that provide us with new proof techniques to produce generic proofs valid for all these canonical preorders. In particular, we have obtained an axiomatization of the canonical preorder from the axiomatization of the corresponding equivalence.
Besides, we plan to continue with our work relating bisimulations and simulations, and we are particularly interested in translating our results to the pure coalgebraic world, comparing them to those presented by Hughes and Jacobs in [13] and Hasuo in [10] . Some related steps in this direction already appeared in [7] , where we present several bisimulation-like semantics for distributed systems that can be formalised as categorical simulations, and therefore inherit all their nice coalgebraic properties.
